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Abstract
A graph representation called Multi-Terminal Determinant
Decision Diagrams (MTDDD’s) is proposed for the semi-
symbolic transfer functions of analog integrated circuits. With
multiple numeric terminals (instead of only terminal 1 and
terminal 0 in Determinant Decision Diagrams – DDD’s),
MTDDD’s can describe naturally numeric coefficients that arise
from semi-symbolic analysis, where some circuit parameters are
considered symbols and the others are given as numeric values.
Similar to DDD’s, MTDDD’s are capable of representing a huge
number of symbolic/semi-symbolic product terms in a compact
manner. An efficient DDD-based algorithm is described to
construct MTDDD’s. Experimental results have demonstrated that
semi-symbolic transfer functions for practical analog circuits like
µA741 can be generated in less than a minute on a Pentium-II
450MHz PC.

1. Introduction
The importance of symbolic analysis lies in its capability to

provide insight into the circuit behavior and its high efficiency
when repetitive evaluation is required [1]. Unfortunately, its
practical use is limited to only very small circuits, since the
complexity of symbolic expressions increases exponentially with
the size of a circuit. Some recent efforts have been focused on the
simplification or approximation of the resulting symbolic
expressions [2-3]. However the approximate expressions may not
be adequate in some applications where exact results and
complete circuit characterization are required.

In this paper, a novel approach is proposed, which is
promising for efficient semi-symbolic analysis for practical
analog circuit design. Note that most of the time, only some
parameters in a design are “independent” symbolic parameters,
while other parameters are given as numeric numbers. Therefore,
a semi-symbolic approach should be applied. Our idea is to
introduce Multi-Terminal Determinant Decision Diagrams
(MTDDD’s) for representing semi-symbolic expressions.
MTDDD’s is an extension of our early work on Determinant
Decision Diagrams (DDD’s) for fully symbolic circuit analysis [4-
5]. Like DDD’s, the evaluation and manipulation of MTDDD’s

can be completed through efficient graph algorithms. On the other
hand, MTDDD’s improve on DDD’s in terms of less number of
symbolic vertices. This leads to better performance for repetitive
numerical evaluation, as well as more interpretability, because
only the circuit parameters of interest are kept as symbols.

We note that two existing methods that can handle both
numeric and symbolic parameters are polynomial interpolation [6]
and parameter extraction [7]. Polynomial interpolation method
only keeps the complex frequency variable, and often suffers from
numerical problems. Parameter extraction method can only handle
circuits with a few symbolic parameters, since it enumerates
explicitly all the potential parameter combinations.

In this paper, the notion of MTDDD is first introduced and
illustrated in Section 2. The problem of semi-symbolic analysis
with MTDDD’s is then described in Section 3. Section 4 presents
an algorithm for generating the MTDDD representation of semi-
symbolic transfer functions. Experimental results are reported in
Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Multi-Terminal Determinant Decision
Diagrams (MTDDD’s)

As illustrated in Figure 1, a Multi-Terminal Determinant
Decision Diagram (MTDDD) is a signed, ordered, rooted,
directed acyclic graph, which consists of a set of symbolic vertices
and a set of terminal vertices - one 0-terminal vertex, one 1-
terminal vertex and some numeric-terminal vertices. Each
numeric terminal vertex has an arbitrary nonzero numeric value.
Each symbolic vertex, labeled as a symbolic variable denoted by
label, originates two outgoing edges, called 1-edge and 0-edge,
pointing respectively to its two children vertices - child1 vertex
and child0 vertex. Each vertex is referred to as the parent vertex to
its two children vertices. In addition, each symbolic vertex has a
positive or negative sign and an integer index number that
indicates the ordering of the set of vertices in the graph. All the
non-terminal vertices are assigned with consecutive index
numbers starting from 1 so that the index number of the parent

vertex is larger than that of its children vertices. All the numeric
terminals have the index number of –1. The vertex labeled as D
represents a semi-symbolic expression D.expr defined recursively
as follows:

1. if D is the 1-terminal vertex, then D = 1,
2. if D is the 0-terminal vertex, then D = 0,
3. if D is a numeric terminal vertex, then D = D.value,
4. if D is a symbolic vertex, then
D = D.sign * D.label * (D.child1).expr  + (D.child0).expr

where (D.child1).expr and (D.child0).expr represent, respectively,
the symbolic/semi-symbolic expressions corresponding to D’s
two children vertices denoted as D.child1 and D.child0.
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Figure 1: A MTDDD representing WYZ+2WY-3X.

For a symbolic vertex, a 1-path is a path from the vertex to the 1-
terminal or one of the numeric terminals. Each 1-path
corresponds to one symbolic or semi-symbolic product term in the
expression, which is the product of the symbolic labels and signs
of those vertices that originate the 1-edge along the 1-path and the
numeric value of the numeric terminal if the 1-path contains a
numeric terminal. For example, in Figure 1, three 1-paths exist
from the root vertex labeled as W to the 1-terminal, numeric
terminal 2 and 3 respectively, which represent the three product
terms W*Y*Z, W*Y*2 and (-X)*3. The sum of these three product
terms is the semi-symbolic expression represented by the root
vertex (marked with a dangling arrow).

3. Semi-Symbolic Circuit Analysis with
MTDDDs

Now we illustrate the problem of semi-symbolic circuit
analysis with MTDDD’s introduced above. Consider a very
simple example circuit shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: An example circuit.

We assume that node 3 is the output node and C2, C3 are the
two circuit parameters of interest and will be labeled and kept as
symbolic variables. The nominal values for the other parameters
are given as R1=1, R2=2, R3=4 and C1=1. Based on Modified
Node Analysis [6], the circuit matrix can be written as:
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where A~G are distinct symbolic labels representing the non-zero
entries in T, and s is the complex frequency variable. According to
Cramer’s rule, the circuit transfer function can be written as:
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Here T13 is the matrix element at row 1 and column 3. Further
expansion leads to the rational s-polynomial expression for the
transfer function shown in (2), where ni, dj represent, respectively,
the coefficients for different power of s in the numerator and the
denominator.
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For the circuit in Figure 2, the expanded semi-symbolic transfer
function is given in (3).
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The network functions in the form of such rational s-
polynomials provide a complete characterization of the small-
signal behavior of analog circuits. Therefore, given a circuit and
some symbolic parameters, the essential task in semi-symbolic
analysis is to derive the transfer functions in such a polynomial
form as shown in (2). This task can be accomplished by using
MTDDD’s.

To construct a MTDDD, we start from the complex DDD,
which is built to represent the transfer function by recursive
expansion of the circuit matrix [2]. Figure 3 shows such a DDD
graph for the circuit in Figure 2. Since some labels of the vertices
implicitly contain the complex frequency variable s, we refer it as
complex DDD. Observe that each 1-path in the complex DDD
represents exactly one complex product term of the transfer
function given in (1).
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Figure 3: A complex DDD for the transfer function.

An efficient graph-based algorithm is then applied to the
complex DDD and a multi-root MTDDD representation for the
transfer function, which is illustrated in Figure 4, can be
constructed. Each root vertex in the graph represents the
expression for each coefficient of a specific power of complex
frequency variable s in (3). We refer the multi-root MTDDD as
coefficient MTDDD. Note that there are only two symbols - C2

and C3 in the graph. The numeric terminals represent the
corresponding numeric product terms in the final expression,
which are calculated during MTDDD construction.

The final expression represented by the coefficient MTDDD
for the transfer function is an exact formula without any
approximation. The semi-symbolic expression makes it much
easier for designers to see how C2 and C3 influence the circuit
behavior. The resulting coefficient MTDDD exploits the sharing
of the equivalent sub-graphs and combines the numeric terminals
during construction. It is this sharing property and the simplicity
of the representation that make MTDDD’s a powerful semi-
symbolic analysis technique for practical analog circuits.
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Figure 4: A coefficient MTDDD for the transfer function.

4.   Implicit MTDDD Construction
Now we describe an implicit algorithm that constructs the

expanded coefficient MTDDD from complex DDD.
 Figure 5 illustrates the recursive algorithm

GENERATE_COEFF. It takes a complex DDD vertex D and
generates its corresponding coefficient MTDDD result. We
assume that each complex DDD vertex has the form of D.g+
sD.c+1/sD.l, where g, c and l are the contributions from the
conductance, capacitance and inductance components respectively
[2]. In Figure 5, L0 and L1 represent, respectively, the coefficient
MTDDD for D’s children vertices - D.child1 and D.child0. With
recursive operations ADD and MULTIPLY, the numeric terminals
are calculated and combined during the construction. The result
for each complex DDD vertex is cached, if it is re-visited, no
construction is needed.

GENERATE_COEFF(D){
if ( D = 1 or D = 0 ) return NULL ;
if ( D = numeric terminal) return D ;
L0 = GENERATE_COEFF(D.child1);
L1 = GENERATE_COEFF(D.child0);
if (D.g != 0) Pg = MULTIPLY(L1, D.g);
if (D.c != 0) Pc = MULTIPLY (L1*s, D.c);
result = ADD(Pc, Pg);
if ( D.l != 0) Pl = MULTIPLY (L1/s, D.l);
result = ADD(result, Pl);
return ADD(result, L0);

}

ADD(P,Q){
if ( P = numeric terminal && Q = numeric terminal)

S = Get_Terminal(P.value+Q.value)
if (P.index > Q.index)

S = Get_Vertex(P.index, P.child1, ADD(P.child0, Q));
else if (P.index < Q.index)

S = Get_Vertex(Q.index, Q.child1, ADD (P,Q.child0));
else 

S = Get_Vertex(P.index, ADD (P.child1,Q.child1),
ADD (P.child0, Q.child0));

return S;
}

MULTIPLY (P,Q){
if ( P = numeric terminal && Q = numeric terminal)

S = Get_Terminal(P.value*Q.value)
else if (P.index > Q.index)

S = Get_Vertex(P.index, MULTIPLY (P.child1, Q),
MULTIPLY (P.child0, Q));

else if (P.index < Q.index)
S = Get_Vertex(Q.index, MULTIPLY (P,Q.child1),
MULTIPLY (P,Q.child0));

return S;
}

Figure 5: Coefficient MTDDD construction algorithm.

In operations ADD and MULTIPLY, procedure
Get_Terminal(v) constructs a numeric terminal with v as its value
and procedure Get_Vertex(symbol, V1, V0) returns a symbolic
vertex with symbol as its label, and the 0-edge pointing to vertex
V0, and the 1-edge pointing to vertex V1. Figure 6 illustrates the
addition and the multiplication of two MTDDD’s.
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Figure 6: An example of ADD and MULTIPLY.

5. Experimental Results
The proposed MTDDD method has been implemented for

the semi-symbolic analysis of analog integrated circuits and tested
on a set of benchmarks. Table 1 reports experimental results for
four circuits including a two-stage miller compensated MOS
opamp miller, a RC network rcnet, a CMOS cascode opamp
cascode, and a bipolar µa741 opamp.

In Table 1, column 1 lists, for each circuit, the number of
circuit nodes #node and the number of circuit elements #elem.
Column 2 gives the statistics for the complex DDD representing
the transfer function, which include the number of vertices
#vertices and the number of 1-path #path (product terms).

The rest of the table reports the performance of the MTDDD
method on semi-symbolic analysis with a varying number of
symbolic parameters in a circuit. Here #symbol is the number of
symbolic elements, and the nominal values are used for the rest of
the circuit elements during the analysis. The statistics of the
generated semi-symbolic transfer functions include NUM #path
and DEN #path, which are, respectively, the number of 1-paths
(product terms) in the MTDDD representation for the numerator
and the denominator of the transfer functions.  The number of
non-terminal symbolic MTDDD vertices |MTDDD| and the
number of numeric terminals #terminal are also reported. Column
Tcon lists the CPU time in seconds on a 450MHz Intel Pentium-
II PC for MTDDD construction. The last column Teval shows the
CPU time taken to calculate the coefficient values and to simulate
the frequency-domain responses for 1000 frequency points using
the generated MTDDD representation.

From Table 1, we can make several observations:
1. MTDDD’s are a compact representation of semi-symbolic

transfer functions, especially in the case when there are
many symbolic parameters in a circuit. For example, in the
extreme case of fully symbolic analysis, a huge number of
symbolic product terms can be represented by a MTDDD
with orders-of-magnitude less number of vertices.

2. In the extreme case that all the elements are numerical, the
resulting MTDDD only contain a very small set of numeric
terminals, each of which represents the numeric value of the
coefficient of certain power of s in the transfer function
expression. The calculations of these coefficient values are
completed inherently during the construction of MTDDD
with a set of graph-based operations, which is very fast and
efficient. Therefore, MTDDD’s can be used as a very
efficient numerical analysis tool.

3. MTDDD’s show the full advantage for semi-symbolic
analysis where some parameters are symbols and some are
numbers. For example, for µa741, if we only consider



parasitic capacitors of the input transistor as symbols, the
number of symbolic vertices plus the number of the numeric
terminal vertices decreased tremendously compared to the
fully symbolic case. The resulting expression is much
smaller. They are interpretable by circuit designers, and can
be rapidly evaluated.

4. We note that sometimes the MTDDD construction time for
semi-symbolic analysis can be much longer than that for
fully-symbolic or fully-numeric analysis. This is due to the
re-ordering of complex-DDD vertices to move those numeric
vertices to the bottom for MTDDD construction. Note that
the original complex DDD is optimized to exploit sharing
and sparsity. By moving some vertices to the bottom, less
sharing is exploited, which increases the CPU time for
MTDDD construction.

6. Conclusions
A new graph-based approach, based on Multi-Terminal

Determinant Decision Diagrams (MTDDD’s), is presented to
semi-symbolic analysis of analog integrated circuits. MTDDD’s
are inspired by the success of BDD’s [8], DDD’s [4-5], and

MTBDD’s [9]. A computer program that implements the
proposed approach has been developed and tested on a set of
benchmarks. Experimental results have demonstrated that the
MTDDD approach exploits the expression sharing and sparsity,
while considering naturally both symbolic parameters and
numeric parameters in a unified framework. It provides a useful
and promising tool for many applications such as sensitivity
analysis and testability analysis, especially for large analog
integrated circuits.
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circuit Complex
DDD

s-expanded coefficient MTDDD

System
|DDD|

#
symbols

NUM
# path

DEN
# path

symbolic
|MTDDD|

#
terminal

Tcon
(s)

Teval (s)

All 8 60 46 0 < 0.01 < 0.01
0 4 4 0 8 < 0.01 < 0.01

miller
#node: 5
#elem:14

#vertex:10
#path: 5

5 8 14 25 13 <0.01 < 0.01
all 4.15e+9 5.37e+12 17454 0 0.43 0.15
0 11 11 0 22 0.27 0.01

rcnet
#node: 33
#elem: 54

#vertex: 1612
#path:

4.51e+7 12 612 6696 1495 189 0.41 0.03
all 8.17e+9 7.45e+10 137642 0 0.45 0.14
0 13 13 0 26 0.36 < 0.01

cascode
#node: 14
#elem: 83

#vertex: 2379
#path:  53221

9 19151 19593 22579 34121 23.72 0.33
all 8.98e+16 6.30e+19 297115 0 7.5 3.58
0 23 23 0 46 4.1 < 0.01

µa741
#node:24

#elem: 111

#vertex: 7228
#path: 8.40e+6

2 88 88 130 176 32.4 0.01

Table 1. Experimental results.
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